
Maternal Health Learning & 
Innovation Center™

Creating Effective & Engaging Online 
Task force Meetings

Are you finding it challenging to engage stakeholders in 
virtual meetings? 

Are you looking for tools to help you design and 
facilitate engaging online meetings?

This session is designed to help you create engaging 
and effective virtual meetings, including meeting design, 
real strategies and interactive platforms.

Robin Rifkin. M.S. ,C.T.F.
Certified ToP Facilitator & 
Trainer based in Philadelphia, 
PA with decades of 
experience in public health, 
nutrition, food systems and 
workforce development.

Robin@Meetingintentions.com



Options for Setting Up Your Virtual Space
Can you see both Google and Zoom?

Log into Zoom on one device 
and Google on another.

Download the Google slides 
app for the best experience.

Two Portable Devices

Log into Zoom and 
then open Google 
slides in your browser. 

Desktop or Laptop “Pop out” your Zoom 
participants’ panel.  

Arrange these 3 windows 
however you like.



Split View 
Zoom + Other Application



Tell me a little about your work:

Name/ Region/Taskforce What are you interested in learning today?

Stephanie Trusty - Iowa How to make virtual learning engaging

Erin McClain, MHLIC & NC Making virtual meetings/learning more 
interactive

Rebecca Severin/ North Carolina Making virtual meetings more engaging/ avoid 
Zoom fatigue

Taylor Surplus, Ohio MHI (Ohio Council to 
Advance Maternal Health - OH-CAMH)

How to engage 100+ people in a virtual 
meeting

Heidi Christensen / Arizona
Angie Lorenzo/Arizona

Better ways to engage new members 
Making virtual mtgs engaging for participants

Sandra Lloyd / HRSA/MCHB How to make virtual meetings more productive 
and engaging

Kimberly Harper/MHLIC & NC Making virtual meetings engaging 

Please fill out a 
line below

Please move on to the 
next slide



Tell me a little about your work:

Name/ Region/Taskforce What are you interested in learning today?

Leanna / Oklahoma Everything!!  Totally new!!

 Alice/North Carolina How to allow lots of voices to contribute in 
virtual meetings 

Please fill out a 
line below

Please move on to the 
next slide



What are factors affecting virtual meetings? 

Other distractions 
(emails, working on 
other documents, 
etc.)

Speaker just reading 
what is on the slide

Facilitation feels like 
“pulling teeth” 

Interaction among 
participants is more 
challenging

More attendance 
from Rural partners

Unable to get sound 
or technology to work

First time meeting 
someone is harder in 
a virtual environment 

Slides full of  data 
and charts

More attendance than 
for an in-person 
meeting

Virtual meeting 
burnout Audience feedback

Audience 
participation

Photos colorful slides

negative neutral positive 



Develop aims for each meeting and build your meeting/training to 
meet them.

Ask:

What will your group learn, discover or decide in the meeting?

What will the group experience be? 

How will the group be as a result?

Robin’s rules
 of engagement! Introducing!



These are our aims for today!

❏ Participants will identify factors that affect virtual meeting design.
❏ Participants will learn effective concepts, tips, strategies, and 

platforms for engaging meeting participants in virtual meeting 
settings.

❏ Participants will learn pre- and post strategies to promote 
engagement and project success.

❏ Participants will feel engaged in this virtual class. 



The public has lots of great experience & 
concern about what affects them.
Encourage all voices and perspectives.

Robin’s rules
 of engagement! 

“Welcome the 
public in public 
health”



People will participate if they see their ideas 
& opinions are welcome and may make a 
difference.

Robin’s rules
 of engagement! 



Participation take more time- but it helps 
you develop a more informed product 
(policy, program, systems change).

Robin’s rules
 of engagement! Don’t do for me, 

without me!”



What’s the role of your participants in 
implementation & decision-making?

Full involvement in planning, implementation, action

Participants implement specific decisions or project

Provides input towards decision or implementation 

Participants are assisted in understanding decisions, 
how they will be affected & what is expected from them.

Encouraged to give consent to decisions

Receives information about decisions already made 



What’s the role of your participants in 
implementation & decision-making?

Full involvement in planning, implementation, action

Participants implement specific decisions or project

Provides input towards decision or implementation 

Participants are assisted in understanding decisions, 
how they will be affected & what is expected from them.

Encouraged to give consent to decisions

Receives information about decisions already made

What the facilitator might do:

Assist people in creating 
mission, vision, planning, who 
is at table

Help people make decisions & 
carry out

Involve people in 
implementation through goals, 
planning. Include people’s 
input in decision making

Help people understand a 
decision 

Make people aware of decision 



Plan and be transparent.

People:
● Want to be clear about their role, 
● Appreciate transparency about what needs to be 

achieved in the meeting 
● Want to know how their input will be integrated. 

Will your participants be deciding, implementing, advising or learning 
about something that affects them?

Robin’s rules
 of engagement! 



Participatory processes may take more time virtually.

Be realistic and build your design to match your time  
frame.

Robin’s rules
 of engagement! 



Robin’s Rules of Engagement! 

Get people’s voices in the room: Basics!

◆ Encourage video participation, if possible.
◆ Unmute to get voices in the room 
◆ Keep un-muted- unless not in private space
◆ Ask everyone an easy to answer question related to the 

topic or something fun.
◆ Ask open-ended questions



Robin’s Rules of Engagement! 

Get people’s voices in the room

◆ Use the Chat  / then ask to read what they wrote
◆ Let people know in advance you will be calling on them to 

answer. (Mary, Joe, and Tanesha, I’d like to hear your perspective on this 

question)

◆  Use polls, then discuss
◆ Use google slides, google docs, jamboard



Focus your design with this in mind:

● What are your participants comfortable and capable of doing 
technologically?
○ How are they connecting? Can they get online? 
○ What platforms are allowed? Can they use Google?
○ What are the bandwidth concerns?

Robin’s rules
 of engagement! The role of the facilitator 

is to make it easier to 
accomplish the work



Try a Chat Storm:  

● Type your answer to this question in the chat; 
● Please hold off from sending it until I tell you to.

“What are ways you’ve found to be helpful to get people to be 
comfortable in online meetings / and or deal with bandwidth 
issues??”

Robin’s rules
 of engagement! 



Some in-person tried and true methods may still work!

➢ Brainstorm on a piece of paper, then share in chat or breakout 
rooms

➢ Draw how you may envision something to be. 
➢ Screen share a flip chart for visible recording. (or use google 

doc)

Robin’s Rules of Engagement! 



Timing matters
What is the best time for thinking & good 
energy?

Keep meetings to reasonable chunks. 

Allow for stretch and bio breaks

Robin’s Rules of Engagement! 



Use your time wisely!

Engage before and after a meeting using asynchronous methods and 
platforms 

❏ Send a survey ahead, share results at the meeting, then discuss.
❏ Gather ideas / concepts ahead, use meeting space for group work 

and sense-making
❏ Share announcements ahead or after
❏ Share decisions and notes on a timely basis. 

Robin’s Rules of Engagement! 



Forming & Norming:
Allow time for networking and casual 
conversations

Open early and stay late: host a virtual 
coffee date, water cooler, happy hour to 
satisfy informal relationship building.

Robin’s Rules of Engagement! 



Courtesy of Terry LeBan, Breakthrough Visuals 

https://www.breakthroughvisuals.com/


Robin’s rules of engagement! 

People like breakouts, use them often!

Meet and Greet /Informal networking 
Sharing ideas & insights

Brainstorm and design new concepts

Small group recommendations



Robin’s Rules of Engagement! 

Breakouts hints
● Offer a question to discuss or a structured set of 

questions. 
● Offer a place & time for note-taking
● Encourage participants to take a role- pick a 

breakout facilitator, notetaker, reporter
● Create breakout rooms: 5 people or less gets 

more voices in the room.



Robin’s rules of order! 

What can you do in a breakout room?

● Screen share
● Record
● Annotate a diagram
● Take small group notes



Robin’s rules of engagement! 
What not to say! What to say!

You’re rambling.

You keep going off on tangents..

Can you summarize your thought? 

Let’s go back to the issue at hand.

You’re hogging up the mic

Please wrap it up- you are taking too long

Let’s hear from some others 

Let’s make sure everyone has a chance to speak. 

I’d like to hear from someone who we haven’t heard from.

Who wants to add a new thought to this discussion?

Joe’s doing all the work here, is someone else willing to share?

You’re wrong Let’s agree there are different perspectives 

Even though others may have a different point of view- I’m glad 
you are willing to express your idea.

There may be other ideas about this in the room, who’d like to 
share one?

In the first column, 
“What not to say!”, 
write a statement 
often heard in 
meetings that 
probably shuts 
down participation 
or gets it off track 



Robin’s rules of engagement! 

What not to say! What to say!

I don’t know what you are talking about.  I don’t understand a 

word you are saying. You don’t make any sense at all.

You aren’t being clear

What do you mean? 

Can you tell me more about that?

I’m not sure I understand.

Can you say that a little differently?.

I don’t get that. Let me see if I understand…..

Can you give me an example? 

That has nothing to do with the whole group/ our agenda/ our 
work/ our meeting. 

In the spirit of keeping on time / on the agenda, perhaps we/ you 
two/ can speak off-line about that? 

If we are committed to accomplishing X today, is it okay to put 
this on the agenda/parking lot for a future meeting/ later?

That has nothing to do with our discussion. Please clarify how this connects to/ impacts our discussion.

In the first column, 
“What not to say!”, 
write a statement 
often heard in 
meetings that 
probably shuts 
down participation 
or gets it off track 



Thanks for spending time with me!
For more information about my facilitation training and services:

Meeting Intentions

Robin Rifkin, MS,CTF

Robin@meetingintentions.com

Technology of Participation Facilitation Methods Class, Begins November 6th.

https://www.meetingintentions.com/
https://www.top-training.net/w/courses/46-top-facilitation-methods-online-pilot

